
WOOLBRIDGE NAVIGATIONAL CHALLENGE  2020/2021 
 

ENTRIES ON LINE VIA WOOLBRIDGE WEBSITE ONLY 
 

ROUND 1  A NAVIGATIONAL SCATTER, on WEDNESDAY 6Tth JANUARY 
 
Start and Finish at the CAR PARK of the Rose and Crown at Bradford Abbas  DT9 
6RF   01935 474506.  M.R.  194 587143 MAP 194 REQUIRED.     PLEASE BE ON SITE 
BY  6.35 PM   FIRST CAR AWAY 19.01 
 
Competitors will be given a list of Map References to plot on MAP 194. Plenty of plotting 
time because they then have to decide the best route to visit as many as possible  
within 2 hours from starting time, answering a question at each one. This is a vital decision 
because there will be penalties for lateness. 
 
There will be a score of 5 points for each question answered correctly and penalties for 
lateness according to Class. 
The questions should be visible from the car - but a good torch would be sensible. 
Controls at start and finish only. 
The same road can be used more than once.so care required with possible 2way 
competitors ! 
 
                                      COVID  19  REGULATIONS 
With no controls on route there is no need for personal contact. 
Instructions will be handed out in sealed, sterile envelopes and the Start and Finish 
Marshalls will wear masks and gloves. 
Recommend that Competitors wear masks if out of the car. 
 
                                                   OPTIONAL FOOD.- 
 
THIS MUST be pre ordered directly by entrants with the Landlady, Mary on 01935 
474506.  at time of entry. 
                                         (we cannot block book supper as on earlier events).. 
This will be Cottage Pie and Vegetables. The price is £ 11 per head to include £ 1 tip for the 
staff. 
Food will be served from 9.00 until 9.30  --   SO DON'T BE LATE ! 
This will give time for a drink and a chat before closing time at 10 pm. 
 
Mary at the Rose and Crown is happy to welcome us. She is VERY Covid aware. 
Masks will be worn on entering the pub, for signing in and hand sanitising and until sat down 
at table. The tables are well distanced. 
There will be Waitress Service. They will wear masks and gloves. 
 
      Looking forward to a FULL HOUSE,   Queries     Stephen 
Hall.     hallstephenjoyce@gmail.com      01963 220599. 
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